
Brand identity of
Spell Inspector



We have two direct competition in Figma. There are many other services available like Ginger and
Grammarly which are very popular among them for writers and non-designer. Considering the
future and expanding our product on different platforms we need to consider our indirect
competitors and they are also helpful to make our new logo distinguish among them.

Competitive Analysis

Direct Indirect



Characteristics Needs in Our Logo

� Communicates the product

� Helpful

� Embrace typo mistake

� Timeless Design - Which doesn’t
   effect by design trends

� Distinguishes - From our competition

� Versatile - Can be use anywhere

� Clever & Unique Identity

� Scales in all size well



Concept

Redo Infinity Initial letter
of product

Reverse
Undo

From an average person to a writer and especially designers make typo mistakes each and
every day. Every day for hundreds of times we do undo and redo on typos. It’s an infinite repetitive
process everyday and that’s why a product like Spell Inspector helps us to focus on the creation
and leave the typos on Spell Inspector.



Colors

Electric Red Chinese Black
Universal Text Color

Kelly Green
Represent Error Represent Accurate



Logo Construction

SPElL thier
The product name is “Spell Inspector” but to 
represent our product and it’s characteristics,
I have changed “Spell” to “SPElL”. SPElL is not
a grammatical error but actually a typo error 
where ‘l’ should be in capital letter ‘L’ instead of 
a small letter.

On every text field, red line below the word 
means it’s an error. This is a standard and 
users are extremely habited with it.



Logo Variants



Variant 1
When it’s about typography, Serif typeface comes in our mind first because of its heritage and
unique characteristics. From books to latest ebook they are prefered for better reading and
distinguish them from other typefaces.



Mockup



Variant 2
Sans Serif typefaces are the most popular among interface designing because of its clean and
minimal look and our product also made for that particular segment so there is no brainer to
use this typeface.



Mockup



Variant 3
Another variant with different font of Sans Serif typefaces. A minimal and clean look.



Mockup



All Variant



All Variant



Thank You!


